Effect of lung volume on counting efficiency: a Monte Carlo investigation.
Lung counters are usually calibrated with an anthropometric phantom that has a fixed lung size; however, people have widely varying lung sizes (both volume and dimensions). This work uses a simple Monte Carlo simulation to investigate the effect on the counting efficiency of a lung counter based on a four detector array of 50 mm diameter, 70 mm diameter, or 85 mm diameter as lung size varies. The simulations were carried out at several photon energies (17, 60, 120, and 1,000 keV). Comparing the simulated efficiencies with a reference value close to the lung volume of Reference Man, biases in the range of -21% to 63% were discovered. The values from the Monte Carlo simulation have also been compared with some literature data based on experimental measurements, and the agreement was found to be comparable suggesting that lung volume is indeed a factor that should be considered when trying to make an accurate estimate of a lung burden.